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Abstract: Model driven generative domain engineering (MDGDE) is a domain engineering method aiming to develop optimized,
reusable architectures, components and aspects for application engineering. Agents are regarded in MDGDE as special objects
having more autonomy, and taking more initiative. Design of the agent involves three levels of activities: logical analysis and
design, physical analysis, physical design. This classification corresponds to domain analysis and design, application analysis, and
application design. Agent is an important analysis and design tool for MDGDE because it facilitates development of complex
distributed system—the mobile robot. According to MDGDE, we designed a distributed communication middleware and a set of
event-driven agents, which enables the robot to initiate actions adaptively to the dynamical changes in the environment. This paper
describes our approach as well as its motivations and our practice.
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INTRODUCTION
Model driven generative domain engineering
(MDGDE) is improved on the basis of generative
programming (Czarnecki and Ulrich, 2000) for the
purpose of benefiting from the new emerging software engineering methods, such as agent oriented
software engineering (Wooldridge, 1997), model
driven architecture (MDA) (Kleppe et al., 2003) and
aspect-oriented software development (AOSD)
(Filman et al., 2004), etc. Agents are regarded as
some special objects having more autonomy, and
taking more initiative than standard objects. The
foundation of generative programming (GP) is domain engineering. GP is a software engineering
paradigm based on modeling software families such
that, given a particular requirements specification, a
highly customized and optimized intermediate or
end-product can be automatically manufactured on
demand from elementary, reusable implementation
components by means of configuration knowledge

(Czarnecki and Ulrich, 2000). MDA is a framework
for software development defined by the object
management group (OMG), key to MDA is the importance of models in the software development
process (Kleppe et al., 2003; Arlow and Ila, 2003).
AOSD is a new technology for separation of concerns
(SOC) in software development. It is widely recognized that Object-Oriented techniques (OO) supports
well software reuse. We found that GP, MDA, AOSD
and OO can benefit from each other. If application
engineering and domain engineering are combined,
they can improve and complement each other, support
reuses for the whole software life recycle, and thus
accelerate the development, obtaining higher quality
at the same time.
Multi agent system (MAS) provides a new
viewpoint for software engineering. Adopting an
agent-oriented approach to software engineering
means decomposing the problem into multiple, interacting, autonomous components (agents) that have
particular objectives to achieve. Agents are suitable
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for analyzing, designing and implementing complex,
distributed systems. Although they have the potential
to significantly improve current practice in software
engineering and to extend the range of applications
that can be feasibly tackled, although there are more
and more attempts to cast agent system as a software
engineering paradigm, the many agent programming
languages and platforms that have appeared (Bordini
et al., 2005) are not mature enough compared to OO
technology. The key abstractions of agents are interactions and organizations. Wooldridge (1997) defined:
“An agent is an encapsulated computer system that is
situated in some environment and capable of flexible,
autonomous action in that environment in order to
meet its design objectives.”
Autonomous mobile robot is a machine able to
do environmental navigation on its own without direct human manipulation. The robot must be able to
perceive its surroundings through different kinds of
sensors and initiate appropriate actions in that environment through actuators to achieve its designed
goals. The robot must also deal with the uncertainness
of incomplete knowledge about its environment and
about the effects of its own actions and has the ability
to respond to potentially dangerous situation in
real-time while maintaining enough safety and performance. Autonomous mobile robot can be viewed
as a multi-agent system.
The robot architecture is a key issue in the design
of a mobile robot. Architecture defines the principles
involving organizing hardware and software function
modules, integration methods and supporting tools
(Alami et al., 2000). In this paper, we describe the
MDGDE method, and its application to implement
domain specific optimized architecture and reusable
assets for mobile robots.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses several agent modeling techniques, and
what is the point of MDGDE. Section 3 presents the
MDGDE method and its application. Finally, Section
4 concludes this paper.
RELATED WORKS
MaSE (DeLoach et al., 2001) is a general purpose multi-agent method. The point is that MaSE
inherits much from object-oriented technology, supporting tracing and adapting to the change. The core
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concepts in MaSE are: Target, the abstract representation for the function and non-function requirements
of system; Role, the actor which acknowledges some
function; Task, a set of acts required for agent to do
for its target; Agents, the agents class; Dialog, communication occurring between agents. MaSE makes
use of following modeling activity: system target
modeling, use case modeling, sequence diagram
modeling, role modeling, concurrent task modeling,
agent class modeling, dialog modeling, agents architecture modeling and system design modeling. Gaia,
developed by Wooldridge (1997), is an agent-oriented
method, which understands, describes and realizes
multi-agent system from a society and organization
viewpoint. The core modeling concepts in Gaia are
system, role, responsibility, activity, and protocol,
agent type, service and familiar. The modeling activity
includes role modeling, interaction modeling, agent
modeling, service modeling and familiar modeling.
Kinny et al.(1996) developed the first methodologies for the development of BDI agents based on
OO technologies. The agent methodology distinguishes between the external viewpoint and the internal viewpoint. External view is characterized by
two models: Agent Model and Interaction Model.
Internally view comprises beliefs, desires and intentions, which represent respectively their informational,
motivational and deliberative states. MESSAGE
(methodology for engineering systems of software
agents) (Caire et al., 2001) is a methodology built
upon best practice methods in current software engineering such as for instance UML for the analysis and
design of agent-based systems. MESSAGE presents
five analysis models: Organization Model, Goal/Task
Model, Agent/Role Model, Domain (Information)
Model, and Interaction Model. Tropos (Bresciani et
al., 2004) is another good example of an agent-oriented software development methodology based on
object-oriented techniques. In particular, Tropos
bases all the requirements analysis and part of the
architectural design on agent and goal based notions
and diagrams. The Tropos specification uses Actor
and Dependency Model, Goal and Plan Models,
Capability Diagram, and Agent Interaction Diagrams.
Compared with other agent-oriented methods,
our MDGDE method emphasizes feature driven domain analysis, and recognizes the agents, aspects and
objects as the analysis and design elements.
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MDGDE AND ITS APPLICATION TO MOBILE
ROBOT
Overview
Agent as a kind of special object in MDGDE
owns more autonomy, and takes more initiative. At
the logical level, agent is equipped with mental states,
involving concepts like knowledge, belief, desires
and goals, in order to display autonomy and in particular pro-active behavior. At the physical level,
agent as subsystem is equipped with common features
and variation features. Agents are defined with objects, aspects and functions. So the definition of
agents in MDGDE involves three levels: logical
(corresponding to Domain Specific Language,
meta-domain modeling), physical high level (corresponding to domain modeling) and physical low level
(corresponding to application modeling).
Software is the knowledge storage medium,
while the software development process can be
viewed as knowledge acquisition activity (Philip,
2003). The process of the MDGDE is the process of
knowledge capturing and reusing. The development
process of MDGDE is divided into 3 phases: domain
analysis, domain design and domain implementation,
as shown in Fig.1. Each of the phases can be iterated.
Meta domain engineering
Feasibility
analysis

Tracing the
development

Configuration
management

Domain engineering
Domain
analysis

Domain model
Collecting domain
information; defining
DSL, feature modeling

Domain
design

DSSA,
production
plan

Domain
implementation

Reusable components, frameworks,
aspects

Fig.1 The main phase and product of the MDGDE
development procedure

Domain analysis
The purpose of domain analysis in MDGDE is:
choosing and scoping the domain under study; col-

lecting domain information, then unifying them into a
consistent domain model. The sources of domain
information include existing systems, domain experts,
user manuals, prototypes, and other requirements
sources. Domain analysis in MDGDE comprises two
main steps: domain scoping and domain modeling.
The main jobs of domain modeling are analyzing the
commonality, variability and dependency, consequently making the definition and description of
problem space.
Domain metamodel and domain model are the
core products of domain analysis. We define the
domain metamodel as the reference model of one set
of applications which share similar functions, activities and structures; domain metamodel is composed
of the language used to define the domain model. So
the domain metamodel makes constraints to domain
model; the module, process and subsystem in domain
model can be mapped to the module, process and
subsystem in domain design.
Domain scoping defines the domain of interest,
stakeholder and the target of stakeholders. Domain
scoping may be affected by many factors such as
maturity of domain, usable resource, etc.
Domain scope can be defined using existing applications or counterexamples in the domain. For
example, this domain includes the software solution
for a self-organized robot, not for a group of robots.
Building domain metamodel involves six steps:
(1) Identify domain’s stakeholders, and their
viewpoints and requirements;
(2) Make list of features and high level requirements; building the feature model;
(3) Identify the system objective and main business process and activity;
(4) Identify the context of system, divide the
system into subsystem and module; identify the
shared features between modules; the shared features
would be modeled as aspects;
(5) Make object-oriented analysis on the results;
identify use-case and class;
(6) Design DSL; describe metamodel using DSL.
Steps (1) and (2) belong to domain scoping,
while the other steps belong to domain modeling.
UML is usually not sufficient for describing a domain.
So a set of UML profiles are defined as extension to
UML. We use the UML profile as the DSL to describe
problem space.
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Type schema and method schema represent a
collection of types and functions, which is used primarily to specify the scope of advices, which are
inspired by Yao et al.(2005).
Also, there are many constraints for agents
which need monitoring in autonomous mobile robot.
So we need many interceptors to monitor the constraints. Aspect is a good choice for implementing
these interceptors.
Steps (1) and (2) belong to behavior modeling;
while Steps (3) and (4) belong to functional modeling.
The agents are regarded as stakeholders in mobile
Robot domain.
1. Agent modeling
Agent can be regarded as a unique problem
solving unit which has its own knowledge model and
input/output capacity. Agent can perceive its
environment via sensors and act upon its environment
through actuators. Each agent comprises 3 parts:
kernel, IO ports and switch. The kernel contains specific function library or knowledge base. Architecture
of the agent is shown in Fig.2. IO ports enable agent
to communicate with other agents. Switch enables
agents to make decision based on system state, choose
function and IO ports, evaluate the input data, and
output the result as event to Bulletinboard. In our
multi-agent based architecture, the robot carries out
its missions through the internal agents’ communication and cooperation.
Status

Event
Agent

Switch

Port

Port
Kernel

Fig.2 Architecture of the agent

An agent has three states: running, sleeping, and
waiting. When an agent is running, it gets system
status and processing data information, reports events;
when it is sleeping, it only receives system status and
awakes on demand; when agent is waiting, it receives
status and reports events, but the data outputs are
suppressed, so it acts as monitor. For example, when
system state is straight road, the Fusion agent will
sleep.
(1) Agents definition and domain meta-modeling
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According to their responsibility, agents are
classified as follows:
Sensory agents get the environment information
as input, and output description of the environment to
the Fusion agent. They include:
RFCCD (road following CCD): uses both long
and short-range CCD cameras to detect the white line
of structured road and edges of semi-structured road.
Then it provides the extracted data to the Fusion
agent.
STCCD (stereo CCD): uses stereo CCD cameras
to detect obstacles on road and impassable area
off-road. Then it provides the circumscribed polygon
of the obstacle or impassable area to the Fusion agent.
RADAR: uses RADAR to detect positive obstacles on road or off-road. Then it provides the circumscribed polygon and height of the obstacle to the
Fusion agent.
Actuator agents take action to achieve the robot’s objective:
Drive: generates locomotion and steering commands to the robot based on the path given by LPL.
Outputs of the Sensory agents may be mapped to
actuator directly through the neural network.
Processing agents process the information from
other agents:
Fusion: integrates information from the Sensory
agents. Then it gives a unique description of the environment and provides this information to LPL
agent.
GPL (global path planning): based on a priori
known low-resolution map database, plans a global
path. If the current planned path is found infeasible,
the global path may need re-planning.
LPL (local path planning): according to the
global path (from GPL) and the current description of
environment (from Fusion, or directly from Sensory
agents when the environment is simple), plans a
smoothing trajectory for the robot to follow.
Bulletinboard: based on the reasoning rules and
events from the Sensory agents, Actuator agents and
Processing agents, deduces the current state of the
environment and the mobile robot.
Localization: using GPS/INS and odometer to
provide real-time high accuracy position (x, y, z) and
stance (roll, pitch, yaw), velocity and acceleration of
the robot.
Human-machine interface and assistant agents
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provide some extra control capability:
Supervisor: initializes a mission, monitors current environment obtained by sensors in real-time, the
position and internal status of the robot. It can stop the
robot or awake another agent under emergent situation that the robot is dangerous or situation that the
robot will get stuck.
TeleControl: takes control of the robot seamlessly from the robot’s on-board computers. When the
robot leaves the area beyond its on-board system’s
capabilities, TeleControl will give the control back to
the on-board system seamlessly.
Recorder: logs the operating data of each agent
that are valuable for off-line analysis into a database.
Mapper: maintains and updates the priori global
maps used by the GPL and Fusion agents.
(2) Bulletinboard agent in detail
The Bulletinboard agent is the core of mobile
robot solution. The main functions of the Bulletinboard agent are: (i) to receive events from agents and
evaluates; (ii) to deduce the system status; (iii) to
broadcast the status to agents through ROBIX in order
to control and organize the agents. The internal agents
are dynamically changing their working status and
links to other agents based on the system status obtained from the Bulletinboard agent, so that the mobile robot achieves self-organized control (Zhu et al.,
2000). Thus, the robot architecture is dynamically
reorganized to adapt to the dynamic environments.
As a high level monitor, Bulletinboard collects
events and evaluates the current system status. The
current system status is the key for activity and cooperation between agents. So the evolutions must be
accurate and fast enough. The internal structure of the
Bulletinboard agent is composed of a real-time reasoning system based on DES (discrete event system)
model and events Monitor, as shown in Fig.3. The
reasoning system includes a Rules base, a Facts base,
and an Inference machine based on improved Rete
algorithm. The Inference machine is fast enough. The
events Monitor agent monitors the events from the
Sensory agents, Processing agents, and Actuator
agents, etc. and puts them into the Facts base. Once
new facts are monitored, the Inference machine will
be activated to deduce the new system status based on
the rules in the Rule base. As soon as the new system
status is available, events Monitor broadcasts it to all
the agents in the system. After the agents receive this

status, they decide what to do, based on the internal
looking-up table or FSM. Thus, agents will be reorganized; robot can make correct actions to adapt to
the changes of the environment.
System status
Inference
machine

Rules base
Facts base

Bulletinboard agent

Agent

Agent

…

Agent

Fig.3 The Bulletinboard agent

2. Feature modeling
We define three kinds of features in MDGDE:
Aspect feature: this kind of feature captures
crosscutting concerns, we implement aspect features
using AspectC++ (Lohmann et al., 2004; Gal et al.,
2001). Log is an example of aspect feature.
Concrete feature: this kind of feature will be
mapped to an implement component. For example,
algorithm feature of Fusion agent will be mapped to
some kind of concrete function library.
Abstract feature: this kind of feature has no direct implementation. It will be implemented by combination of components and aspects. Reliability is an
abstract feature.
3. Domain model
We design the domain model based on the agent
modeling, as shown in Fig.4. This model organizes

GPL agent

Fusion agent

Global path plan

Fusion
Bulletinboard
Communication
using ROBIX

Sensory agent

LPL agent

Make sense

Local path plan

Fig.4 Part of the Domain model of mobile robot
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domain knowledge and provides a language for the
team. Each object in the model has a clear meaning
(please refer to the former sections).
Domain design
The purpose of domain design in MDGDE is to
develop one or one set of domain specific architecture
for applications in the domain, including the guideline
for how to apply the architectures; develop a production plan, describe the interfaces, process of the
components development and how to deal with the
changing requirements, and how to configure the
development; and map from PIM to PSM, design
components to implement common feature and variable feature for integrating AOSD, OOD and component-oriented design, as shown in Fig.5.
Solution space

Problem
Patterns

Configuration knowledge

DSL

PIM
Domain
metamodel

DSSA (ADL)
component
architecture
(UML profile)

PSM

Component
aspect
framework

Fig.5 Solutions space and problem space in MDGDE

The purpose of designing domain specific software architecture (DSSA) is to design one or one set
of architecture satisfying the requirement of all
stakeholders (Evans, 2003), involving dividing system into components and interaction between components (Duffy, 2004). Also the rules on how to apply
or select architecture are defined.
The input of designing DSSA includes domain
metamodel (module, process, aspect and non-functional requirement) and the forecast on future
changing. The design of architecture may use references on the design patterns (Gamma et al., 1995).
Output product is the system architecture which is
represented as UML class diagram and usecase diagram.
Designing DSSA involves 3 steps:
(1) Identify modules. Modules include functional modules, aspect modules and adapter modules.
Functional modules encapsulate separated function.
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Aspect modules define features crosscutting several
modules (Filman et al., 2004), such as log, synchronized, and message passing features in mobile robot
system. Adapter modules which encapsulated interaction protocols are used to connect functional modules seamlessly.
(2) Define the relations between modules. There
are three types of relations: is-part-of, depends-on and
is.
(3) Choose architecture style. The definition of
architecture style includes: A set of module types;
Relations between the modules, represented as topological layout; A set of semantics constraints; A set of
interaction mechanisms (such as subroutine calling,
blackboard) which determine how the modules go
with each other.
Architecture style enables the perfect idea on
architecture design to be preserved and communicated. We can find many architecture style definitions
and the rules on how to choose an appropriate style in
(Bass et al., 2000).
Design of common features includes design of
universal component, class, and aspect. Because
common features may evolve too, emphases of
common features design are hierarchy and interfaces
of components which should satisfy the Demeter and
open-closed principle. We found mixin (Smaragdakis
and Batory, 2002) very useful in our practice of designing hierarchy of classes. In our case, the agent
communication class is designed utilizing mixin. The
benefit is that we do not need to define a communication class for each agent type and reduce the cost of
dynamic binding.
The main jobs of design of variable features are
designing binding sites and binding pattern. Binding
sites determines where, when, who can bind a feature.
Binding pattern comprises static binding which occurs in compile time and dynamic binding which
occurs during run time.
The PIM (platform independent model) in
MDGDE comprises architecture and platform independent part of component design. Mapping from
PIM to PSM can be accomplished manually, or
through some tools and some rules. Eclipse+BasicMTL of INRIA are on of such choices.
1. The domain architecture of the mobile robot
The domain architecture defines the domain
specific state, the domain specific action and the
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domain specific structure. There exist three main
classes of control architectures developed for mobile
robots. One is based on functional decomposition; the
other is based on behavioral decomposition (Rosenblatt and Payton, 1989; Sowmya, 1992; Watanabe et
al., 1992); and the third is the hybrid architecture that
combines the former two (Pons et al., 1993; Ollero et
al., 1994; Low et al., 2002).
For the mobile robot, we defined a layered architecture, as shown in Fig.6 (Evans, 2003; Duffy, 2004).
The lower layer provides service to the upper ones.
ROBIX as the fundamental communication infrastructure will be discussed in detail later.

RFCCD

Bulletinboard
road straight

RADAR

Drive
LPL

(a)
Bulletinboard road driving
with obstacle road straight
RFCCD
Fusion
RADAR

Drive
LPL

(b)
HCI

Superviser

GPL

Data stream

Signal stream

Fig.7 Architectures of status RS (a) and RO (b)

Bulletinboard

Agent
Sensory agent

Communication
middleware

Fusion

Actor

ROBIX

Fig.6 The layered architecture adopted in the mobile
robot

2. The self-organized architecture of the mobile
robot
Based on the result of domain analysis and domain model, we defined a self-organized architecture.
A robot reorganizes different sets of agents to achieve
its goal. For example, when robot state is RS{road
straight}, the robot will organize seven agents to
achieve the task: the system state Bulletinboard agent
gets is “road straight”; RFCCD, RADAR, STCCD,
LPL, Drive and Location agents will be organized to
accomplish the move of the robot. Whenever
RADAR agent reports there are suspected obstacles
again to Bulletinboard; Bulletinboard agent deduces
the new system status RO{road driving with obstacle}, then broadcasts this new status; some agents get
awakened, such as Fusion, it requests outputs from
RFCCD and RADAR to make a unique description of
the environments and sends processing results to LPL;
some agent will change their interior function, such as
LPL will change to compute the path of the steering
obstacle; thus relatively safe driving is achieved.
These two processes are depicted in Fig.7a and Fig.7b,
respectively.

All messages in the system are classified into 3
types. One type of message is the description information on the images, maps, paths, etc., which is
transferred between agents, and successively processed by agents. The other is event from the evaluation of an agent to its processing results, which is
coded and reported to the Bulletinboard agent. The
third is the current system status, which is evaluated
by Bulletinboard and broadcasted to all other agents.
There exist two different information/control
streams in the system, one is data stream, and another
is signal stream. The data steam consists of object
data, forming a loop of sense-plan-act, while the
signal stream consists of event and current status,
forming state-decision-action circuit. The latter is a
supervising circuit to the former including activation
and organization. Robots will organize agents into
different topological structure to adapt to different
environments. The adaptive capacity of the robot is
improved notably by separating data stream and signal stream.
3. ROBIX—the communication middleware
Agents in our mobile robot are distributed on
different computers running different operating systems, from Microsoft Windows 2000, Red Hat Linux
9.0 and VxWorks. So a communication middleware is
needed to enable agents to make transparent communications. We have designed a real-time communication middleware named ROBIX to achieve this
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goal. ROBIX provides a unified communication environment enabling agents running on different operating systems to communicate and share resource
independent of location, hardware and OS in a united
way (Fig.8).
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Recvagent will pick up the message and copy it into
the Letterbox of the target agent. If the message type
is urgent, Recvagent can interrupt the receiver agent
to ask him to handle the message immediately.
Table 1 Process table

Agent

Postbox

Indicative bit Process name
0
Fusion
1
…

Agent

Letterbox

Postbox

Host IP
192.168.0.9
…

PID
1288
…

Letterbox

Table 2 Host table
Sndagent

Recvagent

Sndagent

Recvagent

TCP/IP protocol stack

Fig.8 The agents communicates through ROBIX

ROBIX is based on a postoffice model, comprised of two processes running on two separate
computers. One process is Sndagent which sends
messages; another process is Recvagent which receives messages. Letterbox and Postbox are applications of message queuing pattern and implemented
with sharememory. We use a Mutex object to maintain the access to the Letterbox or Postbox (Fig.9).
Agents which want to send message do not need to
know the location of the target agent, they just put
their messages into the Postbox and create an event
named “Letter2SndXXXX”, where “XXXX” is the
name of the agent sending message.
When “Letter2SndXXXX” is monitored, Sndagent collects the message from the “XXXX” agent’s
postbox and packet the message. If the message type
is broadcast message, it will broadcast this message to
all agents; otherwise, it checks the name of the destination agents, and then fills in the IP address of the
target agent. IP address and socket information of
agents are stored in the process table (Table 1), and
the host table (Table 2), respectively. Sndagent first
searches its own cache for these two tables, if not
found, it will request a copy from Supervisor agent.
When ready, if the target agent is running on the same
host, Sndagent will copy the message into the target
agent’s Letterbox directly, and create an event named
“LetterRcvXXXX”, where “XXXX” is the name of
the target agent. Otherwise, Sndagent sends the
message to the receiver agent through the socket.

Indicative bit Host name
1
AMR0
2
…

Host IP
Socket Local
192.168.0.3
4
1
…
…

Domain implementation and test result
The main jobs of domain implementation include designing the detail of the components,
frameworks and aspects, implementing the architectures, component and aspect as what the production
plan prescribed and developing configuration DSL
(Consel et al., 2005). Those reusable architectures,
components, frameworks and aspects form the solution space. In our case, the configuration DSL is
implemented using C++ template.
The process of domain engineering is a domain
too. We define the meta domain engineering in
MDGDE as follows: analyze the feasibility, plan
domain engineering, trace the domain engineering
process, implement process improvement and domain
optimizing, software configuration management and
collect/analyze the data on domain engineering
process (Fig.1). Again, this phase may also be iterated.
We have tested the architecture solution in this
paper through simulation and making outdoor field
experiments for both on road and off road navigation
under different weather conditions. Experimental
results showed that the self-organized architecture
solution enables the mobile robot to move on structured roads with clear marks, semi-structured roads
paved with gravels and moderate undulation crosscountry roads with sparse vegetation. The system
architecture is dynamically reorganized according to
the changes in the environment.
The experimental results also showed that the
self-organized architecture solution could make dy-
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namic reorganization according to the dynamically
changing environment, and inherited the merit of both
behavior-based architecture and functional decomposition based architecture. The solution satisfied our
expectation about intelligence and real time response.
Through MDGDE methods, we developed reusable assets that accelerated our development process and improved the reliability of the system. We list
the duration of each phase in MDGDE and classic
development process in Table 3.
Table 3 Duration of each phase in MDGDE and the
classic development processes

Analysis
Design
Implementation
Test

Duration (d)
MDGDE
Classic
10
7
5
3
10
20
1
15

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
MDGDE is based on GP, UML profile, Agentoriented technology and AOSD, combined with design patterns and OO methods, provide good support
to software reuse. And in this paper, we developed a
self-organized multi-agent based architecture solution
for outdoor mobile robot and obtained satisfactory
results. Domain engineering provided reusable DSSA,
component, framework and aspects, also including
other products, such as document, design principle.
That is a kind of knowledge reuse.
We found MDGDE to be improved in several
aspects. MDGDE should provide more support for
knowledge capture and management. This is meaningful for development. Some developers abandoned
the development; so we added new members now and
then. The new members bring pressure of communication. If we have good knowledge of the sharing
mechanism, this kind of pressure will be minimized.
On the other hand, MDGDE should support DSL
development better. We have an idea on this point.
We conceive a virtual machine which could run the
DSL code. The product resulted from MDGDE will
be the DSL program. The program could be run on the
virtual machine. This will advance the development
efficiency dramatically.
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